Truss System Transforms San Antonio Home Using Fypon

Linda and David Naas wanted to build their dream home—a rustic-style Tudor—in San Antonio, Texas. With the help of Fypon polyurethane beams and builder, Genuine Custom Homes, their dream became a reality. With the couple seeking a rustic style, Michael Brycant, owner of Genuine Custom Homes, knew Fypon beams in a wood texture would win them over, and would be the best product to create the four large truss systems in their living room area.

With Fypon offering the lightweight, polyurethane beams that can be easily installed, they all decided that it would be the best option for a quick and less labor-intensive installation process. The hidden challenge Bryant faced during the project was coordinating the stain of the beams to the Naas’ wood mantelpiece and other wood accents in the home.

“The Fypon beams were architecturally accurate and the texture was realistic to match the real wood, which was important,” Bryant added. “In fact, no one has been able to tell the difference between the polyurethane Fypon woodgrain beams and the real wood mantel.”

Fypon offers several styles, textures and sizes of polyurethane beams to fit any style of home, and are easy to add to any plan. http://www.fypon.com/products/beams.aspx.